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1. INTRODUCTION 

An important task of permanent interest in alI many-body 
theories is the discussion of strong (or in principIe strong) 
solvable models, in order to get results which are qualitatively 
distinguished from those ootained via perturbational methods 
and which are independent of computer calculations. Examples 
investigated in detail are the soliton solutions of some ~onli
near equations. 'Their im~ortance has been increased during the 
last decade in many domains of theoretical physics and applica
tions. 

For nuclear physics a well-known example of an analytically 
solvable model is the time-dependent Hartree theory in one spa
tial dimension with an attractive ~-function) contact interact
ion. In this case the Hartree equatiqns result in a system of 
coupled nonlinear Schrodi.nger equations 

a â2 N o 
(i -a" + -2 + g I. I'Pb (x, t) \"" ) 'P (x, t ) == o , ( I ) 

t a!. b... 1 a 

which possess soliton solutions in each component'P investia,
gated by Nogami and Warke 11/. Such solutions can simulate 
an isolated nucleus or nucleus-nucléus scattering. Some models 
such as the full TDHF-equations are included and possible 
exten5ions of the models and methods are considered by the same 
authors / 2 / • The scattering problem has also been disc~ssed in/3~ 
see also the review article / 4 / , by use of the two-soliton solu
tion of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation with cubic nonlinea
rity (S3)/5.61 • 

The next extension which allows an analytical treatment part~ 

ly is the inclusion of three-body contact interaction~ It means 
the assumption for the potential being of the form 

v = - aô (x - X ') + f3ô (x - x ~) ô (x - x") , (2) 

which may be considered as the next step in the hierarchy of 
the Skyrme-forces 171. The Hartree approximation of the SGhrõ
dinger equation for a one-particle wave function and (n+l)- and 
(2n+ I )-body interactions have been investigated in 18/. 

For the forro (2) of the interaction the coup1ed Hartree equa
tions have no exact analytical solutions. But the hydrodynamic 
approximation results in an extended nonlinear Schrodinger equa
tion with fifth order of PQp]jp@aT~!i (S~9/ . 
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· Ju h 2 a2u 2 4
Ih - + - -- + a Iu I u - j3 Iu I u = O , ( 3) 

at 2m ax 2 

ar, after a convenient choice of time and length units, 
2 4

iut+u + 21ul 2u - 30 \u1 u =0 (4)xx 
with 0 2 = 2j3/3a. (t.he lower indices t and x denote the partial 
derivative). For an attractive two-body and a repulsive three
body interaction is a> O and f3 > O, so that 0

2 
describes the re

lation of three- to two-body forces. A precise statement about· 
the relatiye magnitude of realistic two- and three-body forces 
depends on the model, but alI considerations result in the 
conclusion the latter are small (e. f . , /4,8,10/ ). The eq. (3) i s 
mentioned by a lot of authors /2,8,9, I, 121. For nuclear physics 
the consequences of thís equation have .extensively been díscus
sed by Kartavenko /9/. 

Equation (4) possesses an exact one-s~liton solutíon (section 
2). An exact two--solíton solution o f t h í s equation does not 
exist but we want to discuss in this letter the pattern of a 
nucleus-nucleus collisíon by use of an approximate two-soliton 
solution. The construction of the N-solíton solution of the 
eq. S3 via Bãcklund transformations is referred to in section 3. 
In sectíon 4 the ansatz ís proposed for a two-soliton solution 
of the S5 eq. via Backlund transformations. Further the conse-
quences of this solution as a model for (elastic) nucleus-nucle
us scattering are considered. 

2. THE DNE-SDLITDN SDLUTIDN DF 55 

The extended nonlinear Schrodinger equation (4) possesses 
exact one-soliton solutíons "having (ín the c.m. system, i.e., 
the zero i s chosen by x o = O, k 1 = k 2 =k' and v 1=-v2= v) the 
analyt~ca1 expression 

(1) V2 k exp(i(± vx +(k 2_ v2) t ) 
(5)

------------_--.-."..~-~-------
U 1/2
 

VOch(2k(x:+ 2vt)) + 1
 

wi th O = V1- 4k20 2- , O5- O 'S.l. A constant phase ePo is dropped. 
The u~per index (I) stands for one-soliton solution, and the 
10wer índices stand for the motion ín +x ar -x dírectíon res
pectívely. Firstly, s oLu t i on (5) w.as remarked in/2/ and found by 
many authors 18\9.111. 

2 

... 

Solutions u ~lJ2 have the prop er t i.e s.r 
L U1Y2 for o... O(D... 1) p.ass over to the well-known one-soli 

ton solution of the cub i c 5chrôdínger equation 

(I) k expfi( ± vx + (k 2 - v2) t» 
q 112 = -------::---------- • 

ch(k(x + 2vt» 

2. The asymptotic behaviour with respect to the'space coordi
nate s lu(l)\ ... O and !u~l) I ... O f x ... ±O<>.í í 

3. For the asymptotic case t -+ 1:00 the línear superposition 
(u~l) +u~l» i~ solution of eq. (4) wíth an errar exp(-2It\) 
as in the 53 c a s e ; ; 

The one-soliton solutions are nonperturbative. They are enve
lope-solítons. 

It can be proved by the well~known methods from th~ soliton 
theory that a V-V pair introduced by Zakharov and Shabat/5/ does 
not existo So we have to 1eal with the so-called quasisolitons, 
as has been pointed out by M~chankov in the review arti~le/121 . 

3. THE CDNSTRUCTIDN DF THE N-SDLITDN 50LUTIDN DF EQ. S3 

In the literature a lot of methods are offered for the con
struction of N-soliton solutions. Here is the inverse scatter
ing theory of Zakharov and Shabat /5/ ar the so-called dírect 
method df Hirota/13/ ought to be mentioned. The approach of Kay 
and Moses/14/is used in/l/for the construction of solutions of 
the coupled S3 eqs. (1). The most fashionable method to express 
a N-soliton solution by the one-soliton solution via Backlund 
transformations for the whole AKNS-class was published bl Meinl 
and Neugebauer /15/. As an example we present, follwi-ng/ 1 / , the 
two-soliton solution of eq. S3: iq , + qxx +21 ql2 q =0, namely: 

1 ,\2-- '\1 1aI 
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_1_ ,\2
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1 -a* À* ,\*2
2 2 2 I q (2) :::: -2i : /6/-
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k j Iqj 12 (1) Vj " k j 
a j ;:: --(1 ± ~ 1 - --- ) q, == q ,À ' = - -- + 1- • (7)

q * k~' J 1/2 J 2 2 

TherebJy q (J) (i =1 ,2)J Ls the one-sóli ton 'solutio~ of díre c t ion 
j; k j and vj are the corresponding amplitudes an~ velocit1es, 
respectively; the Aj are the spectral parameters of the appro
priate Riemann-Hilbert Rroblem; star denotes the complex con
jugate. The function q() is the well-known exact two-soliton 
solution 15.6/, built from the two different one-soliton solutions 
q <,1) • 

J 

4. THE APPROXlMATE TWO-50LITON 50LUTION OF THE 55 EQ. 

In seco 3 it was remarked tha't the 55 eq. is not completely 
integrable iti the sense of the strong soliton theory in contra
diction to the 53 eq. For the reason of smallness of the para
meter &.2 the 55 eq . belongs to t'he class of nearly integ-cab le 
nonlinear systems. The physical and computational problems which 
are connected with many nearly inte8rable soliton equations has 
been treated by Machankov 112/. Thereby the approximation of 
zeroth order is a completely integrable (soliton) equation and 
the investigation concerns: the perturbation of it. If the per
turbation can be paramet~ized by a small parameter the solution 
is "easy" by approximate methods. But for nonlinear equations 
perturbation methods are not unique, and the solutions are not 
necessarily consistent with the original equation. Because of 
the nonexistence of ~tandardized methods in this letter the u~e 
of the Backlund transformation, which in the case of the "clos
ed relatives q 53 gives the exact solution, is offered for con
struction of an approximate two-soliton solution of the 55 eq. 
Retaining in the mind that the 85 eq. has two essential pro
perties, (i) existence of exact one-soliton solutions, (~i) for 
the small parameter ô2 ~ O the 5.5 eq , passes over in the 53 eq , , 
for which N-soliton solutions (inclusive a construction prin
ciple,see sec.3)are known.50,we are able to choose an ansatz 
for the two-soliton solution of the 55 eq. by application of the 
Backlund transformation of the 53 eq. to the one-soliton solu
tion df the 55 eq.ln order to realize this ansatz one has to 
replace in (7) the qi by the u(l) from the 55 eq. This gives 
the following expression for the new auxiliary functions ai 

(with Z i = k i (x - 2vi t ) 
k i -----2"--

ai = --(li v'1 - ----- ).
.J.l~l)* Och(2z t) + 1 

It does not exist for Och(2z i) < 1, a small vicinity of the 
peaks of the soliton at Z i '" O . Ou'ts í de this area the resulting 

4 

solution from (6): u(2) is in a very good agreement with the 55 
eq .. which is proved by simple computer calculations. The,..follow
ing change in the auxiliary functions, then denoted by ~i,may 

avoid these difficulties at zl''''' O: : 

k 1+0 _),
i (1+ ./1-- ) 1 

t:J. -- u(1) ... - Och(2z +1-' 1 --- v
 
t
 1 

1 or 

.i\.. k V2D Sh ( Z\ ) _ ) . 
,1 _~1_( 1 '+ _._


~i = u<,1) * JOch(2z + 1
 
1 i) 

S'i.nce 0<1 this substitution makes the solution ú(2) well def i.n-: 
ed and gives for alI zi an allowed procedure for construction 
of an approximate solution. Practically, the function u(2) is 
not changed outside the "tops" about Z i "" O. I t is proved that 
alI other reasonable variations of the functionsai give re
sults being in a worse agreement with the 55 eq. Unfortunately 
the analytical expression by substituting the function u(2) in 
the 55 eq. becomes toa large, but a simple numerical proof leads 
to the following properties. Defining the error R(ô 2) and the 
quality Q of the solution of the 55 eq. (besicles the question 
about stability) as 

4iu(2) + u (2) + 21 u(2) 12 u (2) _ as 2 I U (2) 1 u (2) = O + R (ô 2 ) (8)
t xx
 

and
 
Q = ~(ô2)1 ,
 O<Q<oo (9)

lu (2)1 

(for õ -+ O or for an exact solution Q;:: O is valid.) i t is found 
that: J. For alI zi the relation Q «1 is worth, with exception 
of Och(2z i) .< 1, where Q "" 1 i8 valid, and 2. Q «1 is .worth for 
a I I reasonable values of k i ' v i ' ô 2 • The La t t e r statement is 
a hint that u (2) is a stable solution. For a l l values of (x-2v.t) 
the quality Q of u(2). is much better (i.m. Q are smaller) th~n 
the~values from other combinations of uV) with soliton-like 
asymptotics. 

~"
 
The mean result considering two-soliton solutions as models
 

for a (elastic) scattering process is the time delay, which, .
 
following / 3 / , is defined by the asymptotic behaviour
r 
t~-oo U(2) = u11) (x, t) + u ~2) (x, t) 

(10) 

t~+oo: u(2);:: ui1) (x, t - ó,t) + u~1) (x, t - ó't) 
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with 
2 2 

~, = __1 _ In v + k I 
(~I ) 

:s: :s: 
2vk DZv 2 :s: :):s:
 

npHH~MaeTCR no~n~çKa Ha npenpHHT~ H coo6~eHHR 06.~~~HeHHoro ~HcTHTYTa
For D = 1 the time delay (or the phase Df the elastic saatter
AAepH~X HccneAoeaHHH.::r: ::r:,

ing) passes over in the result of the S3 treatment /3,61 Q) ro 

,j
 
; YCTaHoeneHa cneAy~aA CTOHMOCTb nOAnHCKH Ha 1~ MeCR~eB Ha H3AaHHR O~~H.
::r CO BKn~4aA nepec~nKy, no oTAenbH~M TeMaTH4eCKHM Ka~~rdpHRM:
 
~o 
r=; t::[5. CONCLUSIONS HHJlEKC	 TEMATHKA l!eHa nOAnHCKHO Q) 

Ha roAt:::: r=; 
The solution u(2) of the 8.5 eq. (4), constructed via Backlund 1. 3KcnepHMeHTanbHaR ~H3HKa B~COKHX 3HeprHH , 10 p. 80 xon ,
 

transformations, has a I I p.ropert ies of an approxí.rnat a two-sol i  'J CO 8
 
2. TeopeTH4eCKaR ~H3HKp B~COKHX 3Hepr~~ 17 o . 80 xon ,

ton and is abIe to describe elastic nu~leus~nucIeus collisions X :s: 
J:l _(without energy-transfer) in the hydrodynamic approximation.	 3. 3KcnepHMeHTanbHaR HeHTpoHHaR ~H3HKa 4 p. 80 xon •1 - X

This example shows that it would be reasonable to start a :r::	 ..o 4. TeopeTH4eCKaR ~H3HKa HH3KHX 3HeDrH~ 8 p. 80 Kon.'full pe r t urb a t on procedure for numerical cons t rucr í on of a ::I: :t:í ~ 
"scattering ao l.u tiori" of 85\ with the use of a Back'lund transfor ro~ 5. HaTeMaTHKa	 4 o, 80 xon ,CO Q)mation in the first step. ! O t::[ 6. '~AepHaR cneKTpOCKonHR H paAHOXHMHA 4 o , 80 xon , 

The author wishes to thank his colleagues Drs. D.Janssen and ,. C,)	 o::
Q)

R.Meinl, Central Institute of Nuclear Res~arch, Rossendorf, GDR,	 7. ~3HKa TR*enwx HOHOB 2 p. 85 Kon. 
~rofor valuable discussions and corrnnents. I Q) E-4 8. I<pHOTeHHKa	 ;3 p. 85 Kon.I ~ ~ 
:r: E-4 9. )'CKOPHTenH	 7 p. 80 Kon. 
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~YHKe X. ------ E4-86-40 
llpH6nH~eHHoe ~ByxconHTOHHoe pemeHHe o6o6~eHHoro 
ypaBHeHHH llipe~HHrepa B HAepHOM rHAPO~HHaMHKe 

llp~naraeTCH npo~e~ypa nOCTpOeHHH npH6n~eHHoro ABYXCOnH
TOHHOrO pemeHHH HenHHeMHOrO ypaBHeHHH llipeAHHrepa C HenHHeMHO
CTbiD alul 2 u -~lul 4 u c noMo~biD npeo6pa3oBaHHH B3KnYHAa, H3BeCT 
Horo H3 reopHH KY6H~ecKoro ypaBHeHHH llipeAHHrepa. lloKa3aHo, qro 
nony~eHHOe TaKHM 06pa30M pemeHHe HMeeT MHHHManbHYID norpemHOCTb 
H MO~eT 6hlTb HCnOnb30BaHO npH OnHCaHHH ynpyroro HAPO-H~epHoro 
pacceHHHH B rHAPOAHHaMH~eCKOM npH6nH~eHHH. 

Pa6ora BhmonHeHa B Jla6oparopHH TeopeTH~ecKOM cPH3HKH OIDIH. 

llpenpHHr Ofue)lHHeHHoro HHCTHryra JI!lepHbiX Hccne)loBaHHH . .Uy6Ha 1986 

Funke H. E4-86-40 
An Approximate Two-Soliton Solution o~ a Generalized 
Schrodinger Equation in Nuclear Hydrodynamics 

The construction of an approximate two-soliton solution of 
a nonlinear Schrodinger equation with nonlinearity proportion
al to alu\ 2 u- ~lul 4 u via Backlund transformation known from 
the cubic Schrodinger equation is proposed. It is shown that 
this solution has a minimal error and may be used for descrip
tion of elastic nucleus-nucleus scattering in the hydrodynamic 
limit. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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